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Sound classifiers embedded in digital hearing aids are usually designed by using sound databases that do not include the distortions
associated to the feedback that often occurs when these devices have to work at high gain and low gain margin to oscillation. The
consequence is that the classifier learns inappropriate sound patterns. In this paper we explore the feasibility of using diﬀerent
sound databases (generated according to 18 configurations of real patients), and a variety of learning strategies for neural networks
in the eﬀort of reducing the probability of erroneous classification. The experimental work basically points out that the proposed
methods assist the neural network-based classifier in reducing its error probability in more than 18%. This helps enhance the
elderly user’s comfort: the hearing aid automatically selects, with higher success probability, the program that is best adapted to
the changing acoustic environment the user is facing.
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1. Introduction
Acoustic feedback appears when part of the conveniently
amplified output signal produced by a digital hearing
aid returns through the auditory canal, and enters again
this device, being thus anew amplified [1–6]. Sometimes
feedback may cause the hearing aid to become unstable,
producing very unpleasant and irritating howls. Preventing
the hearing aid from such instability enforces designers to
limit the maximum gain that can be used to compensate
the patient’s acoustic loss. In this regard, along with noise
reduction [1, 7, 8], the topic of controlling acoustic feedback
plays a key role in the design of hearing devices [1, 3–5, 9–
17]. In particular, a very extensive and clear review by A.
Spriet et al. on the topic of adaptive feedback cancellation in
hearing aids may be found in [3–5] for further details.
However, even without reaching the limit of instability,
feedback often aﬀects negatively the performance of those
hearing aids that operate with high levels of gain, causing,
for instance, distortions [1, 3–5]. In this situation, a relevant application—whose performance may be presumably

aﬀected, and on which this paper focuses—is the one in
which the hearing aid itself classifies [1, 18–23] the acoustic
environment that surrounds the user, and automatically
selects the amplification “program” that is best adapted to
such environment (“self-adaptation”) [20–23].
Within the more general and highly relevant topic
of sound classification in hearing aids [1, 18, 19], selfadaptation is currently deemed very appreciated by hearing
aid users, specially by the elderly, because the “manual”
approach (in which the user has to identify the acoustic
surroundings and chooses the more adequate program)
is extremely uncomfortable, and very often exceeds the
abilities of many hearing aid users [24, 25]. Only about
25% of hearing aid recipients (a scarce 20% of those
that could benefit from hearing aids) wear it because of
the unpleasant whistles and/or other amplified noises the
hearing instrument often produces, and in particular, when
moving from one acoustic environment (e.g., speech-inquiet) to another diﬀerent one (say, for instance, a crowded
restaurant) for which the active program is not suitable (the
user thus hears a sudden, uncomfortable amplified noise).
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More figures confirming these facts are, for instance, that
about one-third of Americans between the ages of 65 and 74
suﬀer from hearing loss, and about half the people who are
85 and older have hearing loss [26]. Or that about sixteen
percent of adult Europeans have hearing problems strong
enough to adversely aﬀect their daily life. The Royal National
Institute for Deaf People (RNID) has reported that there are
8.7 million deaf and hard of hearing people in the UK, and
that just one in four hearing-impaired Britons has received
a hearing aid [27]. Furthermore, the number of people with
hearing loss is increasing at an alarming rate not only because
of the aging of the world’s population, but also because of the
growing exposure to noise in daily life. These facts illustrate
the necessity for hearing aids to automatically classify the
acoustic environment the user is in.
In addition, most elderly people regrettably suﬀer from a
pernicious presbyacusis with deep loss at some frequencies.
The device has then to work with high level of gain, and
usually with a very short margin gain to oscillation [3]. As a
result, the sound processed in the device not only is a “clean”
version of the “external” acoustic environment but also
contains irritating distortions. Thus, the sound classifier will
not work properly if the classification algorithm designed
were based simply on clean (feedback-free) sounds.
In this paper we explore whether it is worthwhile or
not to include the eﬀects of this distortion (caused by
feedback) in the training process of a neural network-based
classifier. The way the feedback should be included in the
learning process and to what extent this has an eﬀect on
the classifier eﬃciency constitute the general purpose of this
paper. Regarding this, it is worth noting that the training
process of the classifier is always performed oﬀ-line on a
desktop computer, and never on the hearing aid itself. Only
once the neural network-based classifier has been properly
trained, validated, and tested in the laboratory, this classifier
will be uploaded onto the hearing aid!
Note that a question related to the general topic proposed
in this paper could be as follows: what is the eﬀect of feedback
reduction algorithms on the classification process? These
algorithms may increase the overall gain significantly before
feedback eﬀects is occurr. Would the classifier implemented
on the device have to select diﬀerent feature sets based on the
presence or absence of feedback? Obviously, addressing this
complex question in details would require a new study, which
is clearly out of the main scope of this paper.
After having a look at some key design aspects in
Section 2, we will focus on two tasks, which are intimately
linked, that will guide our research. The first one consists in
creating a variety of adequate sound databases that should
incorporate the eﬀects of feedback. The “original” database,
from which the others will be derived, consists of samples
of diﬀerent environmental sounds (Section 3), and will be
modified according to various configurations of real patients
(the hearing loss and his/her type of hearing instrument). We
will focus on 18 real patients (study cases) whose hearing
loss is specially problematic (since they require high gain
at some frequencies, and consequently, a low gain margin
to oscillation) (Section 4.1). The databases including sounds
with feedback, as will be explained in Section 4.2, will be
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Figure 1: Simplified architecture diagram. For the sake of clarity,
it only shows the two coprocessors that operate concurrently.
The WOLA filterbank coprocessor computes |χi [k]|2 , χi [k] are
being the kth frequency bin of the spectrum of a given sound
frame Xi (t), while the “core processor” deals with the remaining
signal processing tasks. X(t) labels the sound signal entering the
microphone, while IS and OS represent, respectively, the input and
output stages.

created by filtering “normal sounds” (without feedback)
by means of systems [10, 28] that simulate the dissimilar
interactions (feedback paths) between the hearing aid and
the user’s auditory system for each of the real study cases.
The second step—based on making diﬀerent uses of the
sogenerated databases containing sounds with feedback—
consists in exploring a variety of learning-and-test strategies
inspired by a leave-one-out strategy, and determining which
is the most appropriate (Section 5).

2. Framework, Design Limitations, and
Problem Statement
Implementing complex algorithms on digital hearing aids is
limited by some design restrictions. These devices basically
consist of a microphone, a loudspeaker, a digital signal
processing (DSP), and a battery. Among the constraints,
battery life still remains certainly a big problem. Although
memory and computational power (number of instructions)
are currently less critical, the optimization of resources
remains a key issue for more demanding algorithms such
as, for instance, neural network (NN) classifiers, noise
reduction, or dereverberation systems [1, 3].
In particular, the DSP [29, 30] used by our platform
to carry out the experiments is basically composed of
two coprocessors operating concurrently, as schematically
illustrated in Figure 1. The first one is the weighted overlappadd (WOLA) filterbank coprocessor, which performs the
time/frequency decomposition with NB = 64 frequency
bands: it provides |χi [k]|2 , χi [k] being the kth frequency
bin of the spectrum of a given sound frame Xi (t). The
second coprocessor is the “core processor” dealing with
the remaining tasks, such as, for instance, compensating
the hearing loss, reducing noise, classifying the acoustic
environment, and so on.
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Figure 2: Conceptual description of the way the complete classifying system works. This consists of a preprocessing stage, a feature
extraction stage (which computes a number of features arranged
in the vector F), and a classifying algorithm, which categorizes
input sounds from the database into three classes (speech, music,
and noise). X(t) is the sound signal contained in each file in the
database. χi [k] is the spectrum of any frame, Xi (t), into which the
signal is segmented. S is the set of available features.

Regarding the sound classifier, as shown in Figure 2, it
basically involves the following (1) a preprocessing block
(Section 2.1); (2) a feature extraction stage, which computes
the main characteristics of the sound (Section 2.2); and
(3) some type of classifying algorithm, a neural network,
that should be presumably able to learn from sounds with
feedback (Section 2.3).
2.1. The Preprocessing Stage. Each of the input sounds to
be classified, X(t), assumed to be a stochastic process, is
segmented into frames, Xi (t), i = 1, . . . , r, r being the
number of frames into which the signal is divided. To
compute the features, used to characterize any frame, Xi (t), it
is necessary to sample the frame: Xi (tk ), k = 1, . . . , p, p being
the number of samples per frame. Since each frame, Xi (t), is
a windowed stochastic process, any one of its samples, Xi (tk ),
is a random variable that, for simplicity, is labeled Xik . Thus,
for each audio frame, Xi (t), the following random vector is
obtained: Xi = [Xi1 , . . . , Xip ]. As sketched in Figure 1, the
WOLA filterbank coprocessor computes its discrete Fourier
transform (DFT), leading to χ i = [χi1 , . . . , χiNB ]. This is just
the initial information the second stage in Figure 2 uses to
calculate all the features aiming at describing frame Xi (t).
The experiments that will be described below have been
carried out by using frames of 20 ms length.
2.2. The Feature Extraction Stage. This functional block plays
the role of processing the signal in order to extract some kind
of valuable information that characterizes it and helps the
second stage (the NN-based classifier) to work properly. The
features, which must be computed on the DSP, are based on a
set S of well-selected, widely-used, sound-describing features
that exhibit good performance along with low-medium
computational load. They have been selected deliberately

simple in order to emphasize the design of a more complex
neural network-based classifier (Section 2.3) that is capable
of learning sounds with feedback (Section 4.2). The features
fk ∈ S, which take as initial information the matrix χ i =
[χi1 , . . . , χiNB ] computed by the WOLA coprocessor for any
sound frame, Xi (t), have been found to be as follows.
(1) The spectral centroid of the sound frame Xi (t), which
can be associated with the measure of the sound brightness,
is

NB 
 
k=1 χik  · k

SCi = NB 
  ,
k=1 χik 

(1)

where χik represents the kth frequency bin of the Fourier
transform at frame i, and NB is the number of frequency
bands (NB = 64 in this particular platform). Please note
that χik merely represents each of the elements in the matrix
χ i = [χi1 , . . . , χiNB ] computed by the WOLA coprocessor for
the sound frame Xi (t).
(2) The “Voice2White” ratio of frame Xi (t), proposed in
[31], is a measure of the energy inside the typical speech band
(300–4000 Hz) in respect to the whole energy of frame Xi (t).
It is computed by using the following:
 2
 
χik 
V2Wi =   2 ,
NB  
k=1 χik 
 M2

k=M1

(2)

with M1 and M2 being the indexes that limit the speech band
(300–4000 Hz).
(3) The “Spectral Flux” of frame Xi (t) is associated with
the amount of spectral local changes when comparing this
frame with the previous one:
SFi =

NB  

2


  
χik  − χi−1k  .

(3)

k=1

(4) The short time energy of frame Xi (t) is defined as

1 B 
 2
χik  .
NB k=1
N

STEi =

(4)

Note that since χ i = [χi1 , . . . , χiNB ] has been found to be
a random-variable vector, then any feature fk ∈ S applied
to it, fk (χ i ), is thus a function of NB random variables,
fk (χi1 , . . . , χiNB ), and, consequently, a random variable [32].
In order to simplify the notation, the random variable
fk (χi1 , . . . , χiNB ) will be labeled fki . Finally, to complete
the characterization of the audio input signal, the abovementioned sequence of processes has to be applied to all the
r frames into which the entering sound has been segmented.
For the sake of simplicity, we have labeled [ fk1 , . . . , fkr ] ≡
Fk as the feature vector that contains those elements obtained
when feature fk is applied to each of the r frames into which
the sound signal has been segmented. We have completed
the statistical characterization of the random vector Fk by
 k ], and its variance, Var[Fk ]
estimating its mean value, E[F
[32].
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Finally, this characterization must be done for all the
available features fk ∈ S. The feature extraction algorithm
ends in generating the following feature vector: F =
 1 ], Var[F1 ], . . . , E[F
 n f ], Var[Fn f ]], its dimension being
[E[F
dim(F) = 2n f = NF . This is just the signal-describing vector
that feeds the classifier. For the sake of clarity, it is written
formally as F = [F1 , . . . , FNF ], which is the vector represented
in Figure 2 as entering the classifying algorithm.
2.3. The Classifying Algorithm: The Neural Network Approach.
In order to make the sound classifier work better with
sounds that contain feedback, we have chosen, among a
variety of previously explored algorithms, a particular kind
of neural network (NN) [33–35], which should be properly
designed for being constrained to the hardware requirements
of the DSP the hearing aid is based on (see [20] for further
details). The key reason that has compelled us to choose
the NN approach is that neural networks are able to learn
from appropriate training pattern sets, and properly classify
other patterns that have never been found before [20, 22,
25]. This ultimately leads to very good results in terms of
smaller error probability when compared to those from other
popular algorithms such as the rule-based classifier [35],
the Fisher linear discriminant [23, 34, 36], the minimum
distance classifier, or the k-nearest neighbour algorithm
[35]. Despite of its presumably high computational cost, its
implementation has been proven to be feasible on digital
hearing aids: it requires some tradeoﬀs involving a balance
between reducing the computational demands (that is the
number of neurons) and not degrading the quality perceived
by the user [20].
The basic architecture of the “original” NN, which is
the cornerstone of the learning schemes to be explored in
Section 5, consists of three layers of neurons (input, hidden,
and output layers), interconnected by links with adjustable
weights [33, 35]. As will be better understood later on,
we have named it “original neural network” in the eﬀort
of emphasizing that, depending on the learning strategy
adopted, a number of diﬀerent neural network configurations
will be finally obtained. That is, although with diﬀerent
details that will be explained in Section 5, all the classifiers
have been evolved from a basic configuration whose main
aspects are as follows.
In this original NN architecture, the number of input
neurons corresponds to that of the features used to characterize the sound, the number of output neurons is related
to the three classes we are interested in, and finally, the
number of hidden neurons depends on the adjustment of
the complexity of the network [35]. We have explored how
many hidden neurons are required by means of batches of
experiments that have ranged from 1 to 40 neurons. A higher
number of hidden neurons have been found to be unfeasible
because of the greater associated computational cost. Any of
these experiments, which aim at estimating the number of
hidden neurons, has been repeated 10 times. In this design
process, the “proper” NN configuration is precisely the one
that exhibits the lowest error probability computed over the
validation set. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [33, 37]
with Bayesian regularization [35, 38] has been found to
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be the most appropriate method for training the neural
network. The main advantage of using regularization techniques relies on the fact that the generalization capabilities
of the NN ends in being improved, making it capable of
reaching good results even with smaller networks, since the
regularization algorithm itself prunes those neurons that are
not strictly necessary [20].
Please note that, as mentioned, in our platform, the
features are computed every 20 ms, and, at the end, the
classifier makes a decision every 2.5 seconds, based on the
mean value and the variance of the features during that time.

3. The Original “Feedback-Free”
Sound Database
As mentioned in Section 1, our research aims to take the
distortions due to feedback into account when training the
neural network-based classification algorithm. This requires
making use of a number of databases that should include different feedback eﬀects. These databases, as will be explained
in Section 4.2, will be created by filtering “normal sounds”
(with no feedback) using systems that simulate the dissimilar
interaction between a hearing aid and its user’s auditory
system [10]. We have grouped such normal, feedback-free
sounds in a database labeled D0 that, for the sake of clarity,
we have called the “original database” or the “unfiltered”
database.
This “feedback-free” database D0 contains a total of
7340 seconds of audio, including speech-in-quiet, speech in
noise, speech-in-music, vocal music, instrumental music,
and noise. The database has been manually labeled,
leading to a total of 1272.5 seconds of “speech-in-quiet”,
3637.5 seconds of “speech-in-noise”, and 2430 seconds of
“noise”. These classes have been considered by our patients
as the most practical ones in their daily life. Note that, within
the context of the application at hand, music files (both
vocal and instrumental) have also been categorized as “noise”
sources, since emphasis is placed here on improving speech
intelligibility, the first priority for the patients. All sound files
are monophonic, have been sampled at fS =16 kHz, and have
been coded with 16 bits per sample. Both speech and music
files were provided by D. Ellis, and were recorded by Scheirer
and Slaney [39]. This database [40] has already been used by
diﬀerent authors in a number of works [39, 41–43].
The designers made a strong attempt to collect a data set
which represented as much of the breadth of available input
signals as possible as follows.
(i) Speech was recorded by digitally sampling FM radio
stations, using a variety of stations, content styles,
and levels. This variety of sounds allows to test the
robustness of the classification system as a function of
diﬀerent sound input levels. Additionally, the speech
sounds were recorded from a uniformly distributed
set of male and female speakers in the aim of making
classification as robust as possible.
(ii) Music sounds include samples of jazz, pop, country,
salsa, reggae, classical, various non-Western styles,
various sorts of rock, and new age music, both with
and without vocals.
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(iii) Finally, noise samples contain sounds from the
following diverse environments: aircraft, bus, cafe,
car, kindergarten, living room, nature, school, shop,
sports, traﬃc, train, and train station. These sources
of noise have been artificially mixed with those of
speech files (with varying grades of reverberation) at
diﬀerent signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) ranging from
0 to 10 dB. In a number of experiments, these values
have been found to be representative enough of the
following fact related to perceptual criteria: lower
SNRs could be treated by the hearing aid as noise, and
higher SNRs could be considered as clean speech.
The sound files exhibit diﬀerent input levels, with a range
of 30 dB between the lowest and the highest.
For proper training, validation, and testing, it is necessary
for the database D0 to be divided into three diﬀerent subsets.
We formally write this as D0 = P0 ∪ V0 ∪ T0 , where P0 ,
V0 , and T0 represent, respectively, the “training”, “validation”,
and “test” subsets. These sets contain 2685 seconds (≈36%)
for training, 1012.5 seconds (≈14%) for validation, and
3642.5 seconds (≈50%) for testing. This division has been
done randomly, ensuring that the relative proportion of files
of each category is preserved for each set. Since the number
of patterns is high enough, no leave-m-out process has been
used, and only one repetition has been made. However, and
as will be shown when designing the modified databases
of sounds with the feedback of the diﬀerent study cases
(Section 4), a number of strategies, based on the leave-oneout principle, have been adopted in the eﬀort of enhancing
the ability of generalization of the corresponding neural
networks (Section 5).

4. Study Cases: Patients and Modified Databases
4.1. The Real Patients. Figure 3 illustrates the problem of
acoustic feedback that often occurs in the system formed
by a hearing aid and the outer ear of its user. G represents
the eﬀective gain corresponding to the forward path of the
“normal” (no-feedback) signal processing of the hearing aid.
On the other hand, F labels the equivalent feedback path
between the loudspeaker and the microphone [2, 3, 10]. The
closed-loop system soformed is stable if and only if the openloop gain fulfills |G(ω)F(ω)| < 1, ∀ω ∈ [0, π] with positive
feedback, that is, with phase-lag ϕ[(G(ω)F(ω))] = n2π,
∀n ∈ Z [3]. If the gain is increased beyond this limit, the
system begins to oscillate. Furthermore, at low gain margin
to oscillation, GMO[dB] = −20 log |G(ω)F(ω)|, acoustic
feedback degrades the quality of sound by producing howling or ringing. In the eﬀort of avoiding significant distortion,
a gain margin of at least 6 dB is recommended [3].
Thus the distortion caused by feedback often occurs
in hearing instruments that operate with high levels of
amplification, and, as a result, with low GMO. To what extent
the sounds are aﬀected by feedback depends basically on
the following: (1) the gain to compensate the loss at each
frequency, (2) the type of hearing aid—in the ear (ITE), in
the canal (ITC), and behind the ear (BTE)—, and (3) the way
this is coupled with the user’s outer ear (which, at the end,
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Figure 3: Representation of the problem of acoustic feedback in
hearing aids. G represents the eﬀective gain corresponding to the
forward path of the “normal” (no-feedback) signal processing of
the hearing aid. F labels the equivalent feedback path between the
loudspeaker and the microphone.

determines the GMO). This is just the case of our 18 study
examples: Table 1 lists, for any patient {P1 , . . . , P18 } (and the
corresponding hearing aid, {HA1 , . . . , HA18 }), the GMO(dB)
as a function of frequency (Hz). A more detailed description
of the real patients from whom the data were collected can be
found in [10].
4.2. Creating Feedback-Aﬀected Training Pattern Sets. The
more realistic sounds (with feedback) that each patient
Pi hears have been generated as explained in [10]. The
equivalent feedback path, F, which contains the combination
of all the feedback factors, has been modeled from a variety
of empirical studies [2]. The proper design of the gain curves
for each patient (and his/her corresponding hearing aids)
has been carried out in order to fulfill the gain requirements
specified by the FIG6 prescription method [6]. For further
details, reference [10] contains an extensive description of
the compression and the gain curves. Without going into
details, and aiming at explaining it as simply as possible,
the simulator works as a “filter” that takes “feedback-free”
sounds and generates “feedback-aﬀected” sounds like those
the user Pi usually hears. As illustrated in Figure 4, for any
patient Pi , the generation of his/her particular feedbackaﬀected soundpatterns is qualified to filter any of the sound
samples that belong to the the original database, D0 , by
means of the filter Fi . It provides, at the end, the modified
database with feedback, Di , subscript i meaning that it
contains the feedback distortions corresponding to patient
Pi . Bear in mind that any modified database Di may be
formally written as Di = Pi ∪ Vi ∪ Ti , where Pi , Vi , and
Ti are, respectively, the modified training, validation, and test
subsets.
Once the initial, “unfiltered” database has been conveniently modified, the next step should consist in training and
validating the NN-based classifier by using the subsets Pi and
Vi . From a conceptual point of view, it is very important to
remark that, when the original classifier is trained by using
a variety of diﬀerent feedback-aﬀected training sets, Pi , it is
possible to finally obtain dissimilar classifiers. This is because
they have learnt diﬀerent patterns (since the training sets Pi
are diﬀerent from each other, i = 1, . . . , NP ) and, finally, they
could work in a diﬀerent manner.
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Table 1: Gain margin to oscillation (GMO[dB]) as a function of frequency (Hz) for any of the 18 patients ({P1 , . . . , P18 }) and the
corresponding hearing aid ({HA1 , . . . , HA18 }). ITE, ITC, and BTE mean, respectively, “in the ear”, “in the canal”, and “behind the ear”.
Those columns labeled “125, . . . , 8 k” list the GMO[dB] in any of these bands (from 125 Hz to 8 KHz).

Pi
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18

HAi
ITE
ITE
ITE
ITC
ITC
ITC
ITE
BTE
BTE
BTE
ITC
ITC
ITE
ITE
ITE
ITE
ITC
ITC

125
46
43
33
43
41
43
45
46
48
50
42
41
41
44
43
41
43
43

250
45
41
32
42
41
42
44
45
46
49
42
39
39
43
41
39
43
42

500
44
40
38
42
39
41
44
40
46
47
40
40
41
43
38
43
41
41

GMO(dB) as a function of frequency (Hz)
1k
2k
3k
41
31
24
39
31
22
37
34
22
39
26
18
39
34
21
41
36
28
41
31
29
27
24
24
40
40
38
29
29
24
39
30
21
40
20
15
41
37
33
42
36
24
35
25
13
39
17
12
34
30
23
40
25
15

5. Learning-and-Testing Strategies

D0

All the strategies that will be explained in this section,
although conceptually diﬀerent, will have their results statistically characterized by using the mean value (μ) and
the standard deviation (σ)—or equivalently, the variance
(σ 2 )—of their error probability (Pe ) computed over properly
designed test sets. For the sake of clarity, and not repeating
unnecessarily the same concept particularized to the diﬀerent
approaches, the error probability estimated for each method
will be assumed to be a random variable. Thus, if X labels any
of these random variables that, for instance, take M values,
xi , i = 1, . . . , M, its mean value and variance can be computed
by using the estimators [33] that follow:
M
1 
xi ,
E[X] ≡ μ =
M i=1
M
1 
2
xi − μ ,
Var[X] ≡ σ 2 =
M i=1

4k
16
16
9
13
15
23
13
12
26
21
18
12
22
9
9
9
18
13

(5)

where E[·] means the mathematical expectation of X, while
Var[·], means the variance.
Once we have the tools for statistically characterizing
the learning-and-testing strategies, we can proceed further
in studying them more deeply. In this respect, although
with some details that will be explained later on, the
methods we have explored can be conceptually categorized
into two diﬀerent groups of learning strategies: training
without feedback (the “conventional approach”, which will
be outlined in Section 5.1) and the novel feedback-including
learning strategies this paper centers on (“Training with
feedback”, which will be described in Section 5.2).

6k
10
12
10
6
6
6
11
12
30
30
6
6
16
9
11
11
6
6

8k
6
7
6
6
6
7
6
14
26
27
11
7
12
6
6
7
10
8

Dj

Fj

Feedback-free
database

Feedback-aﬀected
database

Figure 4: Representation of the way any feedback-aﬀected database
(D j , j = 1, . . . , NP ) is created from the original one, D0 .

5.1. “Conventional Approach”: Training without Feedback.
The purpose of exploring this procedure is to clearly discern
and quantify to what extent the learning strategies to be
explored, which aim at properly introducing the feedback
eﬀects, are eﬀective or not. The “conventional approach”
refers to the one, often used, in which the NN is designed by
using the unfiltered (feedback-free) training and validation
subsets, P0 ,V0 ⊂ D0 . The NN-based classifier so-trained—
the one that minimizes the error probability over the
validation set V0 —has been labeled NN0 , where subscript
“0” means “feedback-free”. Since D0 has been modified
according to 18 configurations of real patients, then the
classifier can be now tested by using the generated test sets
T j , j = 1, . . . , 18, corresponding to these study cases. Using
the estimators (5), the mean value and the standard deviation
of the error probabilities have been found to be, respectively,
μconv [Pe ] = 8.16% and σconv [Pe ] = 0.31%, subscript “conv”
labeling “conventional approach”.
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5.2. Novel Approaches: Learning by Using Patterns with
Feedback. Please note that, as pointed out in Section 4, and
as occurs in other biomedical problems, the drawback here
consists in the fact that there are a large number of data over
a relatively small number of samples (patients). This “highdimensional problem” causes diﬃculties to most of the longestablished classifiers. This is precisely one of the motivations
that has compelled us to explore novel strategies in the aim
of improving the classifier ability to generalize.
These approaches are inspired by a leave-one-out strategy
that aims to enhance the ability to generalize of the
sodesigned NN. Of course, a more general m-fold crossvalidation technique could potentially be used by randomly
dividing the corresponding data into m disjoint sets of equal
size n/m, n being the total number of sound patterns [35].
The problem is that splitting it into m equal parts is very
diﬃcult because of the low number of patients. (Note that
the number of patients is much smaller than the number
of sound samples in the database). On the other hand, a
bootstrap set [35] could be created by randomly selecting n
points from the training set with replacement. This process
could be independently repeated B times to yield B bootstrap
sets, which may be treated as independent sets. If B < n,
it will result in some saving in computation time. But, as
mentioned, we do not need to save these computational
resources because the design phase is carried out oﬀ-line on a
desktop computer.
Therefore, the learning strategies we have explored, and
which aim to include sound with feedback based on leaveone-out strategy, can be categorized into the three strategies
that follow.

Please note that the aforementioned approach exhibits
two interesting aspects as follows.

5.2.1. Training with an Average Feedback-Aﬀected Set. This
strategy works as follows.

(3) Create in a similar way the validation set V∀i =/ j =
NP
∀i =
/ j Vi .

(1) Take the training set T j , and leave it out for being
ulteriorly used for testing.

(4) Train and validate with P∀i =/ j and V∀i =/ j , respectively.

(2) Create the “average” design set involving feedbackaﬀected data from the remaining NP − 1 patients
(Pi , i = 1, . . . , NP ; i =
/ j). For doing so, the following
is required: (a) computing the feedback-modified
design sets (Pi , Vi , i = 1, . . . , NP ; i =
/ j), (b) estimating the features that properly describe the sounds
belonging to such modified sets as explained in
Section 2.2, and(c) statistically characterizing these
features by estimating the mean value and the
standard deviation.

(5) The NN so designed, NN∀i =/ j, j , is the one that
minimizes the error probability over the validation
set V∀i =/ j .

(3) Train the NN-based classifier with the “average”
features, leading to a NN that we have labeled NNav, j .
In this notation, subscript “av” stands for “average”,
while j means that its performance will be tested with
the feedback-modified test set, T j , corresponding to
the patient P j that has been left out during the design
stage.
(4) Estimate the error probability over T j .
(5) Repeat step 1 in order for index j to sweep all possible
values ( j = 1, . . . , NP ).

(a) This strategy creates NP diﬀerent NN-based classifiers:
NNav,1 , NNav,2 , . . . , NNav,NP .

(6)

(b) According to the leave-one-out strategy adopted, any
of the learning-machines NNav, j is tested with the
feedback-aﬀected data that have been kept out during
the design process, T j . The use of estimators (5) leads
to μav [Pe ] = 7.63%, and σav [Pe ] = 0.79%.
5.2.2. Training with “All” (Massive Database). What motivates this strategy is to answer the question whether or not
the creation of a large training set with information involving
the diﬀerent feedback phenomena for all the NP patients
could enrich the learning process. This creation process can
be summarized as follows.
(1) Take a representative patient P j and leave his/her test
set (T j ) out for being used in the subsequent test.
(2) In the double eﬀort of (a) designing a database
characterized by containing a very rich information
encompassing all the feedback phenomena, and (b)
preventing the NN from overfitting, we have created
the training set N∀Pi =/ j Pi that we have labeled P∀i =/ j
because it contains information from all patients’
databases except that from the one (P j ) that has been
left out for testing.

(6) Test with the feedback-aﬀected test set that we have
left out for this purpose, T j , thus obtaining p∀i =/ j, j
(7) Repeat steps 1–6 for all remaining the patients.
By making use of arguments in the same line of reasoning
as those in the previous methods, the error probability
achieved by the classifier trained and tested with this
approach can be characterized by its mean value, which
has been found to be μall [Pe ] = 7.88%, and its standard
deviation, σall [Pe ] = 0.40%.
As probably noted by the reader, the feedback-aﬀected
learning methods explored till reduces the mean error probability when compared to that achieved by the conventional
approach (8.16%), however, some of them, for instance, the
“average” training reduces the mean value at the expense
of increasing the variance. The method described below has
been designed in the eﬀort of reducing even more such error
probability, both in mean value and standard deviation.
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(1) Take one of the case study patients, let us say, P j , for
instance, and leave his/her test set T j out for being
ulteriorly used as a test subject.
(2) Train a number of NP − 1 diﬀerent NN’s by making
use of the remaining training and validation sets, Ti ,
and Vi , i = 1, . . . , NP , i =
/ j.
(3) Among these NN’s ({NNbest,i , i =
/ j }), select the best
one in terms of validation error.
(4) Such NN, labeled now, NNbest,i =/ j , is tested with the
feedback-aﬀected sounds belonging to the test set T j
that has been kept out during the design stage. Let the
socalculated error probability be labeled pbest,i =/ j .
(5) Repeat this process for all the remaining patients.
When extending this method for all the patients in
Table 1, the process finally ends in providing NP values,
{ pbest,1 , pbest,2 , . . . , pbest,NP }, whose mean value and standard
deviation have been found to be, respectively, μbest [Pe ] =
6.77%, and σbest [Pe ] = 0.18%.

×10−2

1
Standard deviation of the error probability

5.2.3. Improved Training Based on Selecting the Best NN
Among All the Patients. In this approach, inspired again
by a leave-one strategy, we have performed the following
sequence of operations.

0.9

“Average”

0.8
0.7

Massive database
(“all”)

0.6
0.5
0.4

Conventional

0.3
0.2
0.1

“Best” feedback-aﬀected
neural network

0
0.066 0.068

0.07 0.072 0.074 0.076 0.078
Mean value of the error probability

0.08

0.082

Figure 5: Two-dimensional plot illustrating the mean value and
the standard deviation of the error probability corresponding to the
diﬀerent learning-and testing strategies explored in this work.

The relative error εPe of the error probability estimator, Pe ,
with a given confidence interval α, is given by [44]:
2

6. Discussion
Figure 5 shows in a comprehensive way the results we have
obtained in the eﬀort of validating the proposed learningand-testing techniques. We have chosen a representation that
illustrates the results as a function of the mean value and the
standard deviation of the error probability estimated for each
of the diﬀerent procedures. The key points to note in Figure 5
are as follows.
(1) The conventional method performs worse than the
novel strategies: the neural network-based classifier designed
with the conventional approach (NN0 ) has a mean error
probability (μconv [Pe ] = 8.16%), which is higher than those
achieved by the classifiers trained with the novel methods we
have proposed (μall [Pe ] = 7.7%, μav [Pe ] = 7.63%, μbest [Pe ] =
6.77%). This is because NN0 has learnt patterns that are not
representative enough of sounds with feedback.
(2) Although the novel approaches labeled “all” and
“average” assist the diﬀerent classifiers in reducing the
mean error probability, they achieve this at the expense of
increasing the standard deviation when compared to that of
the conventional approach.
(3) On the contrary, the novel strategy called “best”
makes the corresponding sound classifier to achieve the
best results since it helps reduce the mean error probability
(μbest [Pe ] = 6.77%) while maintaining the standard deviation within a low value ≈0.018%.
(4) One important question that could arise when
comparing the mean error probabilities estimated by using
the diﬀerent approaches is whether these diﬀerent values statistically significant? To answer this question, it is important
to analyze the relative error rate associated with the results.

εP2
e

(1 − Pe ) · Q−1 (α/2)
≤
,
M · Pe

(7)

where Pe is the probability to be calculated, M is the number
of elements in the test set, and Q−1 (x) is the complementary
error function defined as
Q(x) =

∞
x





1
t2
exp −
dt.
2
2π

√

(8)

For our application, and considering a confidence interval
of α = 0.99, the relative error for the estimation has been
found to fulfill εPe < 0.0095. That is, those diﬀerences among
error probabilities greater that this value must be considered
as significant.
The reason why the learning-and-testing strategy called
“best” reaches the lowest error probability in both mean
and standard deviation (μbest [Pe ] = 6.77%, and σbest [Pe ] =
0.18%) is because, in this approach, the classifier finally
created is the neural network that results in being selected
among the neural networks that, as pointed out in
Section 5.2.3, have been trained with feedback-aﬀected sets
in a leave-one-out strategy that prevents them from overfitting. Although not clear at first sight, the key point to
understand this is that, as emphasized in Section 5.2.3, for
any patient P j kept out for ulteriorly test, the algorithm
trains NP − 1 diﬀerent NN’s (by making use of the remaining
training and validation sets, Ti , and Vi , i = 1, . . . , NP ,
i=
/ j), and selects the best network in terms of validation
error. By repeating this procedure for the remaining NP − 1
patients (study cases), this process allows to finally include
the information from all the patients, and to pick out the
“best” neural network, that is, the one that has learnt better:
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the lowest validation error is equivalent to say that the
neural network has acquired the knowledge of the realistic
sounds the patients usually hear, and that it is not excessively
specialized (overfitted) since it is able to properly classify
novel sounds that it has never heard before.
This feedback-including learning strategy helps the
embedded classifier improve its performance because it
works more robustly in the sense it reaches the lowest
error probability, what in turns leads to enhance the user’s
comfort: the hearing aid itself selects (with higher success
probability) the program best adapted to the varying acoustic
environment in which the hearing aid user is listening.

7. Conclusions
Feedback appears when part of the amplified output signal
produced by a digital hearing aid returns through the
auditory canal and enters again this device. Sometimes
feedback may cause the hearing aid to become unstable,
producing irritating howls. Avoiding instability leads to
limit the maximum gain that can be used to compensate
the patient’s acoustic loss, and the use of algorithms for
controlling acoustic feedback.
However, even without reaching the limit of instability,
feedback often aﬀects negatively the performance of hearing
aids that operate with high levels of gain (and as a result, with
low gain margin to oscillation), so that the sound processed
in the device is not only a “clean” version of the external
acoustic environment but also contains annoying distortions. As a result, the sound classifier does not work properly
if the classification algorithm is designed (as usual) by using
clean (feedback-free) sounds. Our research aims to take these
distortions caused by feedback into account when training
the classification algorithm. The original sound database,
which consist of samples of diﬀerent environmental sounds,
has been modified according to various configurations (NP =
18) of real patients (hearing loss and hearing instrument).
Such properly feedback-aﬀected databases, Di = Pi ∪ Vi ∪
Ti —composed of training, validation and test sets, Pi , Vi , Ti ,
respectively—have been created by filtering “normal sounds”
(without feedback) by means of systems that model the
dissimilar interaction between the hearing aid and the user’s
auditory system.
Making use of these modified databases {Di , i =
1, . . . , 18}, we have explored three feedback-enriched
learning-and-testing strategies.
The first one has evaluated whether or not training-andvalidating with a set that contains an “average” feedback
would lead to a significant reduction in the classification
error probability.
The second one has centered on answering the question
whether or not the creation of a large training set (with
information involving the diﬀerent feedback phenomena of
all the real patients) could enrich the learning process.
In the third method, for any test set P j reserved for
future test (in a leave-one-out strategy aiming at preventing
overfitting), the algorithm has trained NP − 1 diﬀerent neural
networks (by making use of the remaining training and
validation sets, Ti , and Vi , i = 1, . . . , NP , i =
/ j), and selected
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the best one in terms of validation error. By repeating this
for the remaining patients, this method has been found to
be able to include the information from all the patients,
and to pick out the “best” neural network. “Best” means
here the one that has learnt better: it has acquired the
knowledge of the realistic sounds the patients hear usually,
and it is not excessively specialized (overfitted) in learning
such sounds so that it would not be able to properly
classify “novel” sounds that it has never heard before. This
is the reason why this approach assists the classifier in
reducing its mean error probability from 8.17% (in the
conventional approach) down to 6.77%. This finally leads
to enhance the user’s comfort: the hearing aid itself selects
(with higher success probability) the program best adapted
to the varying acoustic environment in which the patient is
listening.
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